The bipartite boolean quadratic programming problem (BBQP) is a generalization of the well studied boolean quadratic programming problem. The model has a variety of real life applications; however, empirical studies of the model are not available in the literature, except in a few isolated instances. In this paper, we develop efficient heuristic algorithms based on tabu search, very large scale neighborhood (VLSN) search, and a hybrid algorithm that integrates the two. The computational study establishes that effective integration of simple tabu search with VLSN search results in superior outcomes, and suggests the value of such an integration in other settings. Complexity analysis and implementation details are provided along with conclusions drawn from experimental analysis. In addition, we obtain solutions better than the best previously known for almost all medium and large size benchmark instances.
Introduction
Local search algorithms and their metaheuristic elaborations such as tabu search have become the methods of choice for solving many complex applied optimization problems. Traditional local search algorithms use exhaustive search over small neighborhoods while many recent local search algorithms use neighborhoods of exponential size that often can be searched for an improving solution in polynomial time. To distinguish between these variations, the former is called simple neighborhood search (SN search) and the latter is called very large-scale neighborhood search (VLSN search) [3] . SN search based local search algorithms are generally faster in exploring neighborhoods but take a large number of iterations to reach a locally optimal solution. Many VLSN search algorithms on the other hand take longer to search a neighborhood for an improving solution but often reach a locally optimal solution quickly within a relatively small number of iterations. In this paper we consider an integration of SN search and VLSN search within a tabu search framework to develop enhanced algorithms for an important combinatorial optimization problem called the bipartite boolean quadratic programming problem (BBQP).
Let Q = (q ij ) be an m × n matrix, c = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c m ) be a row vector in R m and d = (d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d n ) be a row vector in R n . Then, the problem (BBQP) can be stated mathematically as BBQP: Maximize f (x, y) = x T Qy + cx + dy subject to x ∈ {0, 1} m , y ∈ {0, 1} n .
An instance of BBQP is completely defined by the matrix Q and vectors c and d and hence it is represented by P(Q, c, d). BBQP has been studied by many researchers in various applications including clustering and bioinformatics [17] , matrix factorization [4, 15] , data mining [10, 15] , solving basic graph theoretic optimization problems [2, 16, 12] , and computing approximations to the cut-norm of a matrix [1] . The problem can also be viewed as a generalization of the well-studied boolean quadratic programming problem (BQP) [5, 6, 11, 19] BQP: Maximize f (x) = x T Q ′ x + c ′ x subject to x ∈ {0, 1} n , where Q ′ is an n × n matrix and c ′ is a row vector in R n . As pointed out in [12] and [13] , by choosing
where I is an n × n identity matrix, e ∈ R n is an all one vector and M is a very large number, BQP can be formulated as a BBQP. Thus, systematic experimental study of algorithms for BBQP is also relevant for all the applications studied in the context of BQP. Despite its unifying role and various practical applications, BBQP has not been investigated thoroughly from the experimental analysis point of view. The only systematic study that we are aware of is by Karapetyan and Punnen [9] who generated a class of test instances and provided experimental results with various heuristic algorithms. Some limited experimental study using a specific algorithm, called the alternating algorithm [9, 10] is also available in the context of specific applications.
This paper focuses on developing efficient heuristic algorithms for solving BBQP. We present two neighborhood structures, a classic one-flip neighborhood and a new flip-float neighborhood, and based on them propose a one-flip move based tabu search algorithm, a flip-float move based coordinate method and a hybrid algorithm that combines the two. While the specific optimization problem addressed in this paper is BBQP, our approach for integrating tabu search (TS) and VLSN search is applicable to other settings to obtain hybrid algorithms that inherit individual properties of these algorithmic paradigms. Computational experiments on a set of 85 benchmark instances [9] disclose that the hybrid TS/VLSN method shows better performance in terms of both solution quality and robustness than either of its component methods in isolation. The hybrid method is able to improve almost all the previous best-known solutions on the medium and large size instances.
We also compared our algorithms with a ready-made heuristic that solves an integer programming formulation of BBQP using CPLEX [8] with appropriate parameter settings guiding the solver to emphasize on producing a heuristic solution within a prescribed time limit. This approach produced solutions comparable to that of our algorithms (but at the cost of additional time) for small size instances. For medium and large size instances, this approach proved to be impractical, reinforcing the need for special purpose algorithms to solve BBQP.
We also provide landscape analysis of the benchmark instances to identify the inherent difficulty of these instances for local search algorithms. Such a study is not available in literature so far and this provides additional insights into the structure of the benchmark instances.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents two neighborhood structures and describes in detail three heuristic algorithms. Section 3 reports and discusses computational statistics of the proposed algorithms on the standard benchmark instances. We also discuss landscape analysis of the benchmark instances in this section. Finally, concluding remarks are provided in Section 4.
Neighborhoods and heuristics algorithms
This section proposes three heuristic algorithms for solving BBQP. The first algorithm adopts a classic one-flip neighborhood structure and a tabu search strategy. The second algorithm employs a new flip-float neighborhood structure and a coordinate ascent strategy. The third integrates the first and second algorithms to produce a hybrid method.
One-flip neighborhood
The classic one-flip move performed on a binary vector consists of changing the value of a component of the vector to its complementary value (i.e., flipping a component of the vector). Thus, by flipping the i-th component of vector x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m ), we get a new vector x ′ = (x 1 , . . . , x i−1 , 1 − x i , x i+1 , . . . , x m ). This flip process can be denoted as:
For a solution (x, y) of BBQP, we can perform one-flip moves on both x and y and hence the number of all possible one-flip moves is m + n.
In local search algorithms, we usually need to rapidly determine the effect of a one-flip move on the objective function. To achieve this, we adapt a fast incremental evaluation technique, widely used for the BQP problem [5, 6, 7, 11, 18, 19] , to the BBQP problem. Specifically, we use two arrays to store the contribution of each possible move, and employs a streamlined calculation for updating the arrays after each move.
Let ∆x i (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) denote the change in the objective function value caused by flipping the i-th component of x and let x ′ = x ⊕ F lip(i), then
Similarly, let ∆y j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) denote the change in the objective function value caused by flipping the j-th component of y and let y ′ = y ⊕ F lip(j). Then
In our implementation, we use two arrays to store all the ∆x i and ∆y j values. These arrays can be initialized using equations (3) and (4) with time complexity O(mn). After a move is performed, the ∆x i and ∆y j arrays are updated efficiently. Note that we just need to update the elements affected by the move and the new values can be determined incrementally. A detailed description of the algorithm for updating the ∆x i and ∆y j values with time complexity O(m + n) is given in Algorithm 1.
One-flip move based tabu search algorithm
Based on the one-flip neighborhood, we can formulate a simple tabu search algorithm as described in Algorithm 2. When a component of x or y is flipped in the current step, it is declared tabu for the next T abuT enure steps, i.e., one-flip moves (either from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0) involving this component are forbidden for the next T abuT enure iterations. Using a simple default setting, the T abuT enure for x i (i = 1, 2 . . . , m) is set to m/20+rand(0, 10), where rand(0, 10) denotes a random integer between 0 and 10. For y j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n), the T abuT enure is set to n/20 + rand(0, 10). We also used a simple aspiration criterion, allowing a tabu move to be performed if it leads to a solution better than the best-found one. Our rudimentary tabu search algorithm starts from a randomly generated initial solution. In each iteration, it executes the best admissible one-flip move and repeats until the incumbent (best-found) solution has not been improved in the last T abuDepth steps.
In the resulting algorithm, depicted as Algorithm 2 below, the time complexity of steps 1 and 2 is respectively O(m + n) and O(mn).
Step 4 is realized by scanning the ∆x i and ∆y j arrays and looking up the TabuList with time complexity O(m + n). Steps 5 and 6 can be done in O(1) time. The complexity of Step 7 is O(m + n), as indicated in the previous section. Therefore, for the one-flip move based tabu search algorithm, the complexity of each search step is O(m + n).
Flip-float neighborhood
For a fixed x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m ), we choose the best y = y * (x) which makes f (x, y) maximal by the following equation [9] :
Similarly, we can choose the best x = x * (y) for a specific y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ) by the equation:
The Flip-x-Float-y move consists of flipping one component of x and then choosing the best (floating) y with respect to the flipped x. Similarly, the Flip-y-Float-x move is defined as flipping one component of y and then choosing the best (floating) x with respect to the flipped y. The number of all possible Flip-x-Float-y and Flip-y-Float-x moves is, respectively, m and n. Update ∆x i and ∆y j arrays using Algorithm 1 ;
8 until the best-found solution has not been improved in the last T abuDepth iterations; 9 return The best solution found so far
. Then the change of objective function value caused by flipping the i-th component of x and floating y is given by:
Similarly, the change in the objective function value caused by flipping the jth component of y and floating x is given by
In the local search, we need to find a fast way to identify the value of ∆Flip-x-Float-y(i) and ∆Flip-y-Float-x(j). In the following, we only describe how to determine ∆Flip-x-Float-y(i). Computation of ∆Flip-y-Float-x(j) can be done in an analogous way by simply exchanging the symbols (1) x and y, (2) i and j, (3) c i and d j , and (4) m and n.
Let
Then we have
From Eq.11, we observe that computing the value of ∆Flip-x-Float-y(i) requires knowledge of the Sum(x, j) values. Thus, in our calculations we use an array of size n to store Sum(x, j) (j = 1, 2, . . . , n). From Eq.9, the Sum(x, j) array can be initialized with O(mn) time complexity. In each search step, we use the following algorithm (Algorithm 3) of complexity O(n) to compute ∆Flip-x-Float-y(i). After performing move Flip-x-Float-y(i), the Sum(x, j) array can be updated by adding (x ′ i −x i ) * q ij to each element. It's clear that each updating requires O(n) time complexity. Note that before applying Flip-x-Float-y(i), we make sure that y = y * (x). Likewise, before applying Flip-y-Float-x(j), we make sure x = x * (y). 
Flip-float move based coordinate method
Based on the Flip-float neighborhood, we get a coordinate method as described in Algorithm 4 which alternatively uses Flip-x-Float-y and Flip-y-Float-x moves to improve a solution. Starting from a given initial solution, the algorithm first chooses the optimal y for the given x. Then it progressively uses the Flip-x-float-y moves to improve the incumbent solution. At each search step, the algorithm scans all possible Flip-x-Float-y moves. Once it encounters an improving move with ∆Flip-x-Float-y (i) > 0, it performs that move. If all Flip-x-Float-y moves can not improve the incumbent solution, the algorithm tries to improve the incumbent solution using the Flip-y-Float-x move in a similar manner as described above. If the solution has been improved by Flip-y-Floatx move, it will go back to the beginning and tries to improve it using the Flip-x-Float-y moves again. The algorithm terminates when the solution can not be improved by both Flip-x-Float-y and Flip-y-Float-x moves.
Hybrid method
The one-flip move based tabu search algorithm and the flip-float move based coordinate method represent two kinds of algorithmic paradigms. For the one-flip move based tabu search algorithm, each move is simple and fast, but the tabu search strategy is very powerful, making it possible to escape from small local minimum traps and iterate for large number of steps . In the flip-float move based coordinate method, each move examines a large number of candidate solutions and therefore is more powerful and more expensive, but the coordinate ascent strategy is simple and allows only a few number of iterations in each local search.
The hybrid method integrates the one-flip tabu search algorithm and the flip-float coordinate method to yield the schema given in Algorithm 5. The integrating strategy is simple. It alternatively uses the one-flip tabu search algorithm and the flip-float coordinate method to improve the incumbent solution, until no improvement can be achieved using both methods. 
Experimental analysis
This section provides experimental results of the described algorithms on a set of 85 benchmark instances. We analyze their computational statistics in the aim of assessing their performance and disclosing their individual properties.
Test instances and experimental protocol
We adopt the standard testbed generated by Karapetyan and Punnen [9] in our experiments. This testbed consists of 85 test instances which can be classified into five categories according to their application background: Random instances, Max Clique instances, Max Induced Subgraph instances, Max Cut instances and Matrix Factorization instances. Each category contains three kinds of instances: small instances of size from 20 × 50 to 50 × 50, medium instances of size from 200 × 1000 to 1000 × 1000, and large instances of size from 1000 × 5000 to 5000 × 5000. A detailed description of the problem generator can be found in [9] . All these instances are available in public from the website http://www.sfu.ca/~dkarapet/.
The algorithms are coded in C++ and complied using GNU GCC. All the computational experiments are carried out on a PC with two 3.1GHZ Intel Xeon E5-2687W CPUs and 128G Memory. The computer can run 32 computing threads at the same time, so we use multiple threads to compute multiple instances. No parallel computing techniques are used.
The algorithms are run in a multi-start fashion with randomly generated initial solutions to allow diversification. A time limit is set for each small, medium and large instance respectively at 100, 1000 and 10000 seconds. The experiments are carried out without special tuning of the parameters, i.e., all the parameters used in the algorithms are fixed for all instances considered. To capture the performance of each algorithm on each instance, we record the following values: the best-found solution, the number of initial solutions tried, the number of times the best-found solution is repeatedly hit, and the average elapsed time for detecting the best-known solution (calculated as dividing the number of hit times into the elpased time the best-found solution is last detected). Tables 1, 2 and 3 respectively present the computational statistics of the three algorithms on the small, medium and large instances. In each table, columns 1 and 2 give the instance name and the previous best-known solution obtained by Karapetyan and Punnen [9] . Columns 3-14 report the computational statistics of the three algorithms: the deviation between our best-found solution and the previous best-known solution is listed in column 2 (Deviation), the number of initial solutions tried (#Init), the number of times our best-found solution is repeatedly detected (#Hit), and the average time needed to reach the best-found solution (Time). Table 1 reports the computational statistics on the 35 small instances. For all the instances, each algorithm can reach the best-known solutions efficiently and consistently. For each small instance, the needed computing time is usually less than 1 millisecond. We also conjecture that for all these 35 small instances the current best-known solutions are already optimal. (Each of them usually is repeatedly hit more than 100,000 times.) Table 1 also reveals some individual properties of each algorithm. For the 7 Biclique instances, the performance of the hybrid method and the flip-float coordinate ascent method is roughly the same. They have significantly higher success rate (#Hit/#Init) than the one-flip tabu search algorithm. For the other 28 instances, the performance of the hybrid method and the one-flip tabu search algorithm are at the same level and are better than the flip-float coordinate method in terms of success rate (approximately 100% v.s. 50%). These observations show that the hybrid method inherits good properties from both the one-flip tabu search algorithm and the flip-float coordinate method. Table 2 gives the computational statistics of the three algorithm on the 25 medium sized instances. The hybrid method and the one-flip tabu search algorithm successfully improve the previous best-known solutions on 11 instances and 10 instances respectively. The flip-float coordinate method fails to reach the previous best-known solutions on most instances within the given time limit. However, on the 5 Biclique instances where the one-flip tabu search performance is relatively poor, the flip-float coordinate method can improve the previous best-known solutions on 4 instances, demonstrating that it has some complementary property with respect to the one-flip tabu search algorithm. Compared with the one-flip tabu search method, the hybrid method usually find better solutions on the 10 Biclique and BMaxCut instances. For the other 15 instances, the best-found solutions are the same on each instance. However, the hybrid method is generally more BMaxCut35x50  14024  0  138000  52490  1  0  172827  65710  1  0  377840  33659  2  BMaxCut40x50  17610  0  115954  48123  2  0  147998  57850  1  0  310749  15441  6  BMaxCut45x50  15252  0  106119  37982  2  0  127375  45431  2  0  249277  30217  3  BMaxCut50x50  19580  0  95127  33228  3  0  118656  40511  2  0  208773  32492  3  MatrixFactor20x50  114  0  221042  221042  0  0  286354  286354  0  0  670962  583384  0  MatrixFactor25x50  127  0  197375  197375  0  0  253512  253512  0  0  467549  438994  0  MatrixFactor30x50  148  0  158794  158794  0  0  204559  204559  0  0  366402  23789  4  MatrixFactor35x50  139  0  146580  146580  0  0  190794  190794  0  0  285900  166926  0  MatrixFactor40x50  210  0  135328  135328  0  0  175257  175257  0  0  220070  41211  2  MatrixFactor45x50  191  0  119706  119706  0  0  155124  155124  0  0  194567  74289  1  MatrixFactor50x50  217  0  108330  108330  0  0  144053  144053  0  0  158088  20158  4  MaxInduced20x50  6983  0  246453  208710  0  0  314245  263979  0  0  758467  485882  0  MaxInduced25x50  8275  0  186863  118483  0  0  244527  152919  0  0  540122  112608  0  MaxInduced30x50  10227  0  155943  150971  0  0  198937  192187  0  0  379252  106475  0  MaxInduced35x50  11897  0  156777  156777  0  0  200934  200934  0  0  343184  285156  0  MaxInduced40x50  14459  0  145671  145671  0  0  185726  185726  0  0  238934  229789  0  MaxInduced45x50  13247  0  108385  107353  0  0  138255  136921  0  0  200974  52996  1  MaxInduced50x50  15900  0  105508  105292  0  0  131545  131239  0  0  153775  102837  0  Rand20x50  13555  0  240731  240731  0  0  317500  317500  0  0  657434  382499  0  Rand25x50  13207  0  170476  107664  0  0  214032  135163  0  0  485003  111240  0  Rand30x50  15854  0  180159  180159  0  0  230848  230848  0  0  334042  269158  0  Rand35x50  14136  0  147259  145766  0  0  184884  183014  0  0  276747  64591  1  Rand40x50  18778  0  136871  136871  0  0  170684  170684  0  0  214272  116800  0  Rand45x50  22057  0  123368  123366  0  0  160725  160724  0  0  169020  25816  3  Rand50x50  23801  0  117483  117483  0  0  148970  148970  0  0  147063  123409  0   11 robust because it usually has a smaller #Init value but a larger #Hit value. As shown in Table 3 , the hybrid method and the one-flip tabu search algorithm can improve most of the previous best-known solutions within the given time limit on the 25 large instances. The flip-float coordinate method performs best on the 5 Biclique instances; improving 4 previous best-known solutions. However, it fails to improve 19 out of the other 20 instances. Compared with the one-flip tabu search algorithm, the hybrid method usually has a smaller #Init value on each instance but is able to find better solutions on 20 out of all 25 instances. In addition, we conjecture that for the 25 large instances, most of the current best-found solutions are not optimal, because the #Hit value is usually 1. If we set the time limit to larger values, we may find better solutions.
Computational results and discussion
In summary, our experimental results reveal that the one-flip tabu search algorithm performs well on most of the instances except for the Biclique instances (as opposed to our hybrid method incorporating the TS approach, which does well on all problems). The flip-float coordinate method is generally inferior to one-flip tabu search algorithm but performs significantly better on the Biclique instances . The hybrid method which integrates the one-flip tabu search algorithm and the flip-float coordinate ascent method shows better performance than both of them in the following three aspects: (1) It has good performance regardless of the problem instance; (2) it is more robust; (3) its solution quality is generally better.
Since BBQP can be formulated as a mixed integer program (MIP), one can use any MIP solver as a heuristic by restricting its running time. To compare the performance of our heuristics to this ready-made heuristic algorithm we used the general purpose MIP solver CPLEX [8] . The results are summarized in Tables 4 and 5 . The tables clearly establish that our metaheuristic algorithms possess significant advantages over this ready-made general purpose heuristic in terms of efficiency as well as solution quality. In our experiments, we set the time limit of CPLEX the same as the time limit given to the three metaheuristic algorithms. We also tested CPLEX as a heuristic by doubling this time limit. It may be noted that based on the experiments reported by Karapetyan and Punnen [9] the CPLEX solver failed to find optimal solutions on most instances of size larger than 40 × 50 in 5 hours. In our experiments, we set the CPLEX parameter MIPEmphasis to 1, so that CPLEX put more emphasis on finding good feasible solutions and less emphasis on proof of optimality.
For small instances, CPLEX obtained optimal solutions within the allowed time (with proof of optimality) for 14 out of 35 problems and obtained the best known solutions for 27 out of 35 instances. For this class of instances, all our heuristics obtained the best known solutions for all problems (including guaranteed optimal ones) and hit the first such solution in almost negligible time. By doubling the allowed running time, CPLEX matched the best known solutions for two additional instances.
For medium size instances, CPLEX obtained only the trivial solutions x = 0, y = 0 in 18 out of 25 cases and by doubling the allowed running time, it obtained non-trivial solutions for two additional instances. The quality of all these solutions is significantly lower than the quality obtained by our heuristics. For large scale instances, CPLEX reached allowed memory limit very quickly and hence we discontinued experiments with large instances.
Landscape analysis of problem instances
The computational experiments demonstrate that the one-flip tabu search algorithm's performance is significantly worse on the Biclique and BMaxCut instances than on the other instances. In order to obtain some insight into this phenomena, we employ a fitness distance analysis on some This analysis is performed on 5 medium instances: Biclique1000x1000, BMaxCut1000x1000, MatrixFactor1000x1000, MaxInduced1000x1000, Rand1000x1000. For each instance, we run the one-flip tabu search 1000 times from randomly generated starting points and obtain 1000 local minima. We get a sample point from each solution by calculating the gap between its objective value and the corresponding best-known value, and also the Hamming distance from the bestknown solution. For each instance, we then plot the 1000 sampled points in a figure to estimate the distribution of local optima. Fig.1 gives the fitness distance scatter plots for the five representative instances. Fig.1 shows that, for the Biclique and BMaxCut instances, all the sampled local minima are far away from the corresponding best-known solutions. This phenomenon suggests that the best-known solutions may be located in a very narrow valley and therefore hard to detect. Especially for the Biclique instances, it seems that all the sampled points fall within two distinct regions. For the other three instances, the best-known solution is usually surrounded by many local optima whose objective value deteriorate with the increase of distance from the optimum. This kind of property makes the best-known solution relatively easier to detect, because the one-flip tabu search algorithm is able to escape from small local optimum traps and this property enables the algorithm to reach the best-known solution through a sequence of local minima with ascending objective value. 
Conclusion
In this work, we developed three heuristic algorithms for BBQP. The first algorithm employs a classic one-flip neighborhood and a simple tabu search strategy. The second one is based on a new powerful flip-float neighborhood and a simple coordinate ascent method. The third algorithm integrates the first and second algorithms to create a hybrid method with the aim of inheriting good properties from each.
To assess the performance characteristics of the proposed algorithms, we have conducted systematic computational experiments on a set of 85 test instances. Our findings demonstrate that the hybrid method outperforms both the one-flip tabu search algorithm and the flip-float coordinate method: It generally finds better solutions than either component method on a wide range of test instances, and overall is more robust. In addition, the hybrid method is able to improve most of the previous best-known solutions on instances of medium and large size. We also compared our algorithms with CPLEX running in heuristic mode and all our algorithms generated superior outcomes in terms solution quality and running time compared to this ready-made heuristic approach. In addition to the development and comparison of heuristics, we also performed a landscape analysis to compare the relative difficulty levels of the benchmark instances. This study revealed interesting properties of the structure of these problems.
Our findings suggest the potential value of algorithmic enhancements for future research: (1) introducing 2-flip moves in the procedures currently studied; (2) combining the resulting methods to produce new hybrids; (3) using more advanced forms of tabu search for the direct 1-flip and 2-flip methods; (4) likewise using tabu search to exploit the flip-float neighborhood(in both 1-flip and 2-flip versions).
